NEW PRODUCTS

If we don't have the instrument you are looking for we will MANUFACTURE it for you.
The **Neogrip/Chromosome Surgical Handle** has over conventional surgical designs is the ability to efficiently grasp, maneuver and clamp tissues, objects and vessels. Surgical Instruments with the Neogrip/Chromosome Surgical Handle are ergonomically designed to be in line with the surgeon’s wrist and hand as they relate to the surgical site.

The **Diamond Surgical Retractor** (patent pending) is designed to allow the surgeon to open the wound or surgical incision by pinching the ends of the retractor together. The retractor has several advantages as it is designed to hold tissue along the retractors blades as opposed to current surgical retractor designs which only hold tissue for a short segment within the surgical wound.
The advantages the **PI Surgical Needle Driver** (patent pending) has over conventional surgical needle drivers is the ability to efficiently grasp needles and allow the surgeon to ergonomically suture wounds.

**The Square Surgical Retractor** (patent pending) was designed for the surgeon to use a pinching force to close the retractor and allow for insertion into the wound or surgical incision.
Please check our website www.GerMedUSA.com for our products

Check Twitter, Facebook, YouTube for new updates